Introduction

Very wide fields telescopes.
Nowadays there are several tens of robotic telescopes, each of them being meant for solving well-defined problems. A special case of these telescopes is super-wide field with fields of view ranging from hundreds to thousands square degrees. It is impossible to make a very wide field system with a large aperture using modern ccd and optical systems, thats why very wide field cameras have apertures of 5-15 cm. Every very wide field is made for various optical transient registration. The majority of optical transient has a nearearth origin: meteors and satellites, although very wide-field cameras can provide a data concerning an intrinsic emission of cosmological grbs. A striking example of this is an incredibly successful observation of GRB080319B that was led with Russian-Italian experiment TORTORA [5] and Polish experiment "Pi of the Sky" [11] . As all transients are greatly variable, we need to snapshot with frequency of several seconds and even less. Therefore the big advantage is received by systems which work without time intervals (for example for ccd readout) such as MASTER VWF [1] , TORTORA and others (see tabl. 1).
A special program system support automatic astronomical systems operation as well as allow to make primary image processing and then store data. A software of any automatic astronomical system depends on the problem being solved, and so it cant be multi-purpose. Even more so universal methods cant work in a super wide field, since some difficulties concerned with wide field and great amount of data arise.
MASTER -Mobile Astronomical System of the TElescope Robot
The first such robotic telescope in Russia was the MASTER. It was created and developed by students, post-graduated students and lecturers of SAI MSU in 2002 (http://observ.pereplet.ru). At present the MASTER is a broad network of telescope spread all over the country. You can read MASTER description in details here [2] . Below we discuss general quantities of MASTER wield field cameras(MASTER-VWF).
The main task of MASTER-VWF experiment is continuous all sky monitoring for detection of all objects that arent present in astronomical catalogues. In particular: • Prompt grb emission detection synchronously with space -observatories.
• Search for star-like transients of unknown origin, and orphan-bursts.
• Meteors Detection and determination of their main parameters luminosity(photometry), velocity(astrometry), and altitude of combustion in the atmosphere(triangulation).
• Satellite and space debris detection and their main parameters determination -astrometry, velocity, brightness and altitude above ground surface.
For theses purposes completely robotic system MASTER VWF4 with 4 wield field cameras and total field of view 4000 square degrees is mounted on MSU Caucasian Mountain Astronomical Observatory near Kislovodsk(2075m). Another system -MASTER VWF2 (two cameras and 2000 square degrees field of view) is mounted near Irkutsk. In Kislovodsk chambers are established on parallactical mounts in pairs and carried on 702 meters from each other (see fig. 2 ). Each of mount is supplied by the automated dome, two fast and powerful (11 Megapixels) CCD chambers Prosilica GE 4000 with Nikkor 50mm (f /1.2) lenses. The chamber allows to make continuous observation with frequency from 0.2 till 60 seconds with no time gaps. Due to presence of base the complex in Kislovodsk allows to define a parallax of circumterraneous objects and to restore their height by results of the astrometric processing.
All telescopes work in autonomous behavior: at night if the weather is good cameras begin to survey the sky on their own, current weather-report being renewed by "Boltwood Cloud Sensor" meteostation for every 3 seconds. The findings are then processed and stored in special data storage. Over large dataflow (up to 700 Gb for the night) data can be stored only for several days and then removed except some pictures with interesting objects like meteors, optical transients candidates and satellites. Also we keep pictures made simultaneously with grb. If the weather becomes worse or at dawn a survey stops and a telescope dome closes. All complex MASTER VWF4 is supported by 7th computers ( fig. 3 see) : 4 pieces for operating CCD chamber Prosilica GE 4000 and source extraction; 2 pieces operating dome and mount; 1 pieces the big four-nuclear server for processing, storage and demonstrating in Web the received data. The system represents a difficult engineering complex which requires developed of the powerful software for management, observations and data processing. The daily data flow can reach several Terabytes of the data (at very short expositions of an order 0.2s) that demands high optimization of programs and powerful data storages and interfaces. At an exposition of 5 seconds the limit magnitude reaches 11.5-12 on each frame, depending on weather conditions. Thus on one image it appears an order of 10-15 thousand objects. Certainly, such data flow cannot be stored, and should be processed in real time.
The special software package has been developed for this purpose. It allows to define in real time coordinates of all objects and their photometric characteristics (a profile, magnitude) and also to find and analyse an optical transients. Accuracy of definition of coordinates on MASTER VWF appears better than 10. The system is supplied by daily updated artificial satellite ephemerids database. The program of their identification in real time is developed. It allows to find a new artificial satellites, to watch destruction of known artificial satellites and not only to control space debris, but also observe process of its formation. Sometimes it is possible to register unknown or lost early object. For example, on October, 20th, 2008 MASTER VWF register a debris of American military satellite USA114Deb (see fig. 4 ).
For 7 months of operation 6 synchronous observations of gamma-ray burst had been made by MAS-TER VWF in Kislovodsk and Irkutsk. In all cases a high upper limits have been received (see tabl 4.3 and fig. 1 ).
In more details these and other results are presented in following chapter.
Preprocessing in the wide fields: astrometry and photometry
Let's consider in detail astrometry and photometry methods in a wide fields. The identification of field of view and calculation of a coordinate grid for the processed image is executed by means of the table of linear coordinates on the image (X,Y), the constructed by program of objects extractions (SExtractor), and the astrometric catalogue Tycho 2 containing exact coordinates of the majority of stars to 11 m .5. The program which allows to solve this task, should meet high requirements on speed of processing (10-15 seconds and less) at quantity of stars in sight of an order 10000; to provide high probability of an identification (more 99 %); to be suitable for use in most different fields from narrow (tens square minutes) to super-wide (thousand square degrees); to suppose some freedom of parametres of a telescope since the focal length and other parametres of a telescope can change within a year because typical temperatures change; to suppose only approximate initial definition of a midfield of field of view and others.
All processing in experiments MASTER works under OS Linux and consequently to find the ready program not probably. The basis of current realization of the program "astrom" is the algorithm of search Approximately it is visible that 3-4 degree (95-99 percent of stars are identified with the minimum average error) is optimal. At more detailed analysis 3 degree shows slightly best result. That is logical, for the majority of known aberrations (for example distortion) depend on 3 power of radial distance.
of similar triangles among bright stars of the image and the catalogue. This program works perfectly with the most different images from received at the adverse weather conditions containing all dozens of stars (typical situation for alert observation), to images in the Milky Way, received in a astrometric night and containing up to 100000 objects. A root-mean-square error of coordinates definitions for the majority of images from the basic telescope of system the MASTER an order 1 / 4 of second (scale 2.1" on pixel) and an order of 7-8 seconds for very wide-field chambers (scale 36" on pixel) (sm fig. 2 ).
Besides, for consecutive frames of the same area from wide-field cameras, there is a mode of "fast" astrometry. In this mode it is used a priori information on a field of view from the previous frames, allowing to make operating time less than 0.2 seconds. For more exact definition of coordinates of special objects (the gamma-ray burst, supernovae stars, asteroids, meteors and others) it is created a special operating mode of the program in which the local transformation of coordinates is computed only in the field of the researched object, using 10-25 nearest stars with well certain coordinates. Experience has shown that in this mode the program allows to improve in 2 times accuracy of coordinates definitions.
Software package SExtractor written for project TERAPIX [9] has formed a basis for the program of extraction objects from the images. Program SExtractor is written in language and has enough high performance. For operation with the images received from MASTER, the adapting of the program described in the following chapter has been made. The major parametre for the program of extractions objects from the image is threshold value of a signal to noise ratio. This value directly influences both program execution time, and on accuracy of results. For primary selection of objects value S/N=2 is selected. At following stages of processing from the received list the subset of objects with higher values S/N is selected only.
Calibration of a photometric band
Practically all wide-field systems works with no filters. MASTER VWF not an exception. Thus there is a question of calibration of a photometric band in which measurements are made. MASTER VWF not an exception. Thus there is a question of calibration of a photometric band in which measurements are made. Clearly that the CCD sensitivity curve and lens transmission curve will restrict somehow our instrumental photometric band. Thus there is a problem most likely to describe our instrumental stellar magnitude, using reference stellar magnitude from photometric catalogues. For this purpose one calculate colour-colour diagrams, where on one of axes is the difference of instrumental magnitude and magnitude in any the modeling band (or combinations of bands) from any colour indexes for each detected stars. Thus than more close the modeling band to instrumental that the cloud of points on the diagram will located more horizontally. Fig. 6 presents corresponding colour-colour diagrammes for system MASTER VWF-4 consisting (in the photometric plan) from objective Nikkor 50 mm f/1.4 and CCD Prosilica GE4000. The instrumental photometric band is very well described by It is visible that the right (more rough) histogram looks is more smoothed that reduces probability of a casual premature exit for a threshold. Thus conveniently roughly to define a limit on the histogram with the big step and then to specify it on more exact curve.
V T Y CHO2 magnitude. Average absolute accuracy of photometric measurements on wide-field chambers thus makes ∆m abs ∼ 0.25 − 0.35 m . We will notice that relative accuracy of measurements considerably above and is abount ∆m rel 3 − 5%.
Automatic definition of limiting stellar magnitude of an image
The important part of modern automatic sky surveys is automatic definition of a limit on the received images. It is natural that in any automatic surveys quality control should be automated. Some kind of objective quality assurance of received images there can be an automatic limit. Besides definition of limiting stellar magnitude is necessary for gamma-ray burst observations.
It is possible to concern very formally to procedure of limiting stellar magnitude definition, and to name as limit of this image magnitude of the faintest object. However such approach has a number of shortcoming. First, at work with a low threshold of extraction the majority of the weakest objects is noise. If there are clouds on an image then real faint objects it is not visible at all and almost all objects on a visibility limit it is casual fluctuations of brightness in clouds. Besides can be very much number of wrong objects and the part from them can be identified with real stars so even use only the stars identified with the catalogue not save the situation situation. Secondly, such approach characterizes a limit magnitude only in local area of an image and does not characterize it in tone that is necessary for quality control.
For the decision of these difficulties it is convenient to arrive so. All stars from the reference catalogue, getting to an investigated field, break depending on the brightness into groups with the set step by magnitude. For each group of stars the relation of number of the identified with the reference catalogue stars from to full number of stars is calculated ( fig. 7 see) and is constructing the corresponding histogram. Following under the histogram from left to right we will see that when the average magnitude of current group will come to limiting, the relation will rapidly fall downwards. In practice it is convenient to choose a certain threshold on which achievement the limiting magnitude on an image will be defined. It has empirically been established that at a threshold σ lim = 25% the limit corresponds to objects with S / N ≈ 9 − 11σ, and at σ lim = 50% to objects with S / N ≈ 14 − 15σ. It is necessary to notice that for robust work of the given algorithm the limiting stellar magnitude of the reference catalogue should be obviously more than a limit of an investigated images. Otherwise because of a lack of stars of the given magnitude in a catalogue the method is becomes not applicable. The square side corresponds with objects fwhm. In the left figure a frame with standard SExtractor parametres (a extraction threshold S /N > 1.5), without any filters. Result: all starlike objects, a heap of weak garbage, hot pixels and simply casual noise, that is everything, except bolide are extracted. On the right frame extraction with the advanced parametres used now. On the bolide some bright, oblong objects which it is enough for the further analysis are extracted. It is much less than noise objects.
Nevertheless catalogue USNO-B1 suffices for the majority modern wide field surveys, and for very widefield chambers even catalogue TYCHO-2 (that is very convenient).
3 Automatic classification and the analysis astronomical transients.
Objects extractions and an information transfer on a server.
Transients search and classification begins after the image preprocessing is finished. All transients on shots can be divided the phenomena into 2 classes: starlike objects and strips. These classes essentially differ on processing methods. All quickly moving objects concern strips on the sky: low satellites and meteors. All transients having star or extragalactic nature (nova and supernova stars, orphans burst, flashes on stars) and geostationary satellite (see, for example, fig.18 ) is starlike. The starlike objects is much easier to work as the program of objects extractions and instrumental photometry (SExtractor, described above) is intended for the analysis of such objects. Therefore all main parametres of starlike objects (flux and magnitude, FWHM, coordinates on frame (X, Y), semiaxes (a.b)) are defined very reliably.
Great difficulties appear with extraction strips objects. First, thin adjustment of additional internal parametres SExtractor is necessary. Secondly change of these parametres strongly affects time of processing of an image. Besides any strips objects gives the appreciable contribution to a background at the small size of area of its definition favourable to allocation of stars. Nevertheless it was possible not only to extract strips from an image, but also to obtain high speed of work (half of exposure time) after thin adjustment of all parametres (see fig.8 ). However it is impossible to select with methods SExtractor a strips from a frame completely, and especially to make its qualitative photometry. For this purpose it is necessary to develop the special program of the analysis of the strips, considered below.
For reduction of load by a server tools of selection of objects from image can physically be fulfilled for each camera both on a server, and on the controlling computer of this camera (see fig. 3 ). After extraction the received objects catalog will have unambiguously more the higher priority by transmission on a server than the images transferred for a addition in a database.
The primary analysis of the astronomical transients.
Following stage after selection is astrometry and calibration of the photometry, in detail described in the previous chapter. Further for search optical transients all not identified(with stars) objects are used (correlation is spent both on coordinates, and on magnitude: usually ∆S = 20 − 30" and ∆m = 1.5 m . It allows to register flashes on stars as a transients and in some measure protects from erroneous identifications with obviously weaker and, hence, numerous stars). For a noise filtration the objects not identified with the catalogue are compared to objects of several (usually 2-3) the previous set. The candidate in a transients considers object was not found in the catalogue the previous shots. Then all candidates in transients pass through a some special filters. For example, if at object minor semiaxis b > 4 − 5 pixels (at typical values b ∼ 0.7 − 2 pix.) it on 95 % a trace from a cloud, or if f whm < 1 pix. its exactly a hot pixel or a particle.The trigger threshold obviously exceeding a threshold of extraction, is established for all transients candidate without fail. Now a working trigger threshold is S / N > 10σ. The candidate found on 2 or more consecutive shots is considered high-quality.
Preliminary transients classification occurs after passage of all filters. In the beginning there is an identification of all candidates to the artificial satellite catalogue. All identified objects are brought in a database of companions. The remained objects are divided on starlikes and strips by condition a/b > 3 (where a and b major and minor semiaxis). All starlike objects arrive at once on the coincidence scheme. Strips are preliminary divided on candidates for meteors and an unknown satellite. The candidate for which on last 3 consecutive sets objects lying on one straight line are found is considered an artificial satellite. The remained objects are considered as candidates for meteors. 
Coincidence scheme of and definition of heights.
In a real time mode all described above procedure are made for each of 4 chambers separately. The real time processing on it comes to an end, if chambers at the moment work in divorce (alert) mode. Else, on survey observations cases, when 2 chambers look in the same place, then for all starlike transients candidate take place the coincidence scheme, and for all strips comes for heights defined (see fig. 9, 10) . Special transformation of a shot from northern chamber to a shot from the southern is calculated for increase in accuracy and reliability of identifications. It is based on the same principles as an astrometry. Calculation of such transformation occupies modest time (∼ 0.2 seconds), but allows to increase accuracy of transformation (so to reduce radius of correlation and quantity of casually coincided noise objects) more than in 2.5 times, in comparison with work in sky coordinates. In case of acknowledgement of detection real starlike transients there is a possibility to immediately give out target designation (alert) on larger (45-see) MASTER telescopes (near Moscow, in Kislovodsk and Ural Mountains) for their more detailed studying. However this mode is in a stage of working out because of debris of high-orbital artificial satellites often getting to the images (see fig. 4, 18 ).
Strips analysis.
As it has been told above, SExtractor gives only approximate position of a strip, breaking it on some bright oblong objects. A problem of complete strips photometry, definitions coordinates of its centre and edges and other parametres solves specially developed programs for the analysis of strips on astronomical shots. The given program works only when chambers are not operated (in the afternoon or at bad weather) for prevention of an overload of a server. This program uses as an initial point a coordinate of any place on a strip, defined at the previous stage. The working area of the set size gets out round this initial point. Usually the size of such area 512 on 512 pix., which it is enough for the analysis of tracks from all possible satellite and meteors, however, in need of the analysis very bright and long bolides this size automatically increases.
Background definition.
For background definition the working area breaks into subareas of the set size. In each of subareas the median and a standard deviation is considered 2 times: the first time approximately by all pixels in this subareas, and the second time more precisely without the account strongly diversified (on 6-10σ) from preliminary background pixels . We will number each subareas then all areas will be N zone pieces (now N zone = 256). The background and the standard deviation in each subareas will considered as
where Bg (i,j) a background in a point with coordinates (i,j), Med (k) -a median in k-zone of calculation of a background, Σ -a standard deviation in corresponding subareas, r k -distance from a point (i.j) to the centre k-zones. On fig. 11 :3-4 corresponding maps of a background are presented.
Strip extraction.
For strip extractions the map of bright pixels exceeding a background on n σ · Σ(i, j) is calculated. It was revealed empirically that the best value is n σ = 1.5. On a map (see fig 11: 2) such points are designated by black colour.
Further the recursive algorithm of search of the connected area is started from the centre found with SExtractor. After the connected area is found, object main parametres (the centre, a, b, θ -an inclination to an axis) are defined. If the allocated object can be classified as a strip (a/b > 3), are searched a standard deviation σ line from the straight line spent at an angle θ through the centre of allocated object. Then the recursive algorithm of search of the connected area, this time only within 2-3σ line from the specified straight line is started again. Besides at the second extraction within 2σ line from the specified straight line it is authorized to jump through 1-2 weak pixels. Thus after the second pass the strip appears completely extracted, including faint edges of meteors.
Then the program tries to find objects on line continuation on the subsequent and previous shots. If such object is found then the strip is classified as a satellite, else -as a meteor. After processing for companions and meteors luminosity profiles (see fig. 12 ) are calculated. Parts of images with all transients remain.
Synchronous observations of prompt grb emission.
In this chapter we discuss synchronous grb observation. It should be mentioned that for two years of 1 channel wide field Kislovodsk camera work we have made over 20 alert pointings that were faster than 1 minute. Corresponding GCN-telegrams GRB 070224 (gcn 6139), GRB 070223 (gcn 6131), GRB 070219 (gcn 6113), GRB 061213 (gcn 5915), GRB 061002 (gcn 5677), GRB 060929 (gcn 5657) and the others were published [3] .
About the importance of synchronous observations.
As is well known optical grb glow can be roughly divided into two parts: prompt emission and afterglow. Here we are not going to discuss an afterglow as it is now well studied and it isnt a goal of observation carried out by wide field systems. So lets consider a prompt emission.
Prompt optical grb emission is an emission that is simultaneous with gamma emission detected by various space gamma observatories(Hete2, Swift, Fermi). Unlike an afterglow it provides information about the object itself that gives birth to grb, not about its environment. There are two ways of prompt optical grb detection: synchronous observation and very quick alert pointing. To date there have been carried for about dozen [8] optical prompt grb detections and most of them were alert. That is to say, robotic optical telescope at the quick trigger of gamma-observatory points at the object in several tens of seconds. If the grb is long enough, it prompt emission is still detectable by this time. The other and less common type of observation is a synchronous wide field camera observation. Probably the most amazing example of such observation is prompt GRB 080319B detection [5] . Synchronous observations have an advantage over alert observations. The reason is that in alert observations an observational selection effects become apparent. Actually, its possible to detect prompt emission using alerts only if the grb Fig. 11. 1 ) the meteor Image, fov 3
• × 3
• (F (i, j) ). 2) an allocation map. Black is points with F (i, j) > nσ · Σ(i, j); white -included in investigated object pixels. Grey is background.
3) a background map -(Bg(i, j)) (at the left below) 4) map of a standard deviation (Σ(i, j)) (on the right below) duration is longer than 30-40 seconds, as data processing on space telescope board, signal transmission to the ground, telescope pointing take some time. As a result of this, alert observation doesnt allow to detect prompt optical emission from short grbs. It is significant that anybody not only hasnt seen this kind of emission, but even there havent been single upper limit.
Energetic calibrations of MASTER-VWF4 band.
It is necessary to calibrate MASTER-VWF4 zero-point for possibility to speak about luminosity of objects not only in terms of stellar magnitude, but also in energy units. Let's find out, what energy flow (in erg/cm 2 /s) comes from a star of zero magnitude (from Vega). MASTER-VWF4 band corresponds to the V-band of the Tycho2 catalog. A spectrum of Vega and its convolution with a lens pass band and as sensitivity curve of CCD is presented on fig. 13 . Having integrated on all spectrum we will receive definitively that from a star of zero magnitude to MASTER-VWF4 band comes
4.3 Synchronous GRB observations on very wide-field chambers MASTER VWF . Chambers MASTER VWF carry out every night monitoring of the night sky for detection optical transients. Now there are two operating modes. In the first mode intended for search an OT, on two chambers look in the same point of the sky for realization of the coincidence scheme by OT search (see fig. 9, 10 ). In the second all chambers are as much as possible scattered that provides the FOV more than 4000 sq. degrees for the Kislovodsk observatory and more than 2000 sq. degrees for Irkutsk. The second mode is specially intended for synchronous observations of gamma-ray burst. 
GRB081102 and GRB090424 registered by Switf spacecraft
GRBs found out by space gamma observatory Switf have a very precisely certain coordinates and on very wide-field chambers it is possible to specify absolutely precisely a place of an origin of the burst (the error-box less than one pixel).
Long gamma-ray burst GRB081102
(see fig. 14 ) was registered by space Gamma observatory Swift on November, 2nd, 2008 17:44:39.5 UT [29] . In spite of it was typical long (T 90 = 63sec) gamma splash, the immediate telegramme from Swift board has not followed, and it has come only in 15 minutes. This fact has not allowed the automated telescopes to receive early observations. However MASTER VWF-4 in Kislovodsk by edge of the field of view saw full errors-box. MASTER VWF-4 in a survey mode with parallel chambers therefore the grb error-box has got at once to 2 channels. Observations of this area in both channels without any time gaps were spent 2 hours before, during and 7 hours after grb [14] . Unfortunately from the given burst it was not possible to register optical counterpart (see fig. 14, 15 ). Probably it is connected with the huge absorption in the given direction (4). Nevertheless it is received very high (for synchronous (!) observations with very wide-field chambers) upper-limit V grb081102 < 13.0 m being for today the highest synchronous upper-limit in the history [13] .
Let's consider GRB081102 in comparison with GRB080319B from which bright prompt optical emission V = 5.3 m ( [5] ) has been registered. Consider the relation F opt /F γ (where F a fluence in optics and in gamma respectively) for both bursts. At all bursts considered in given article the gamma-spectrum is known, therefore for uniformity we will result F γ in a range 15 − 150keV .
Let's estimate F grb081102 opt
. For the absorption account in the filter V it is possible to take advantage of the simple empirical formula [12] 
So, as in a direction on GRB081102 N H = 4.9 * 10 21 cm −2 [31] , using Pogson formula and
of a we will receive that 
The sign is less used because for grb081102 is received the upper-limit only For GRB080319B N H = 9.2 * 10 20 cm −2 [5] , that is actually in 5 times it is less than for GRB081102 τ Thus we receive that in case of GRB081102 a part of prompt optical emission were at least in 4 times less than in a case grb080319B.
Long GRB090424
( fig 16) was registered by observatory Swift on April, 24th, 2009 14:12:09.33 UT [23] . MASTER VWF-2 in Irkutsk worked in alert mode (with the separated chambers) at present moment and GRB090424 has got to a center of the fov of one of them. It also was typical long (T 90 = 48sec) gamma-ray burst and UVOT has find afterglow with unfiltered magnitude is about 15.3 m in a 167 seconds [24] . MASTER VWF-2 observed a grb error-box without time gaps 1.2 hours before, during and 1.5 hours after gammaray burst with a 1-second exposure. Unfortunately it is not very well weather conditions have defined not so high upper limit V 1sec < 8.0 m and V 60sec < 60.0 m , after coadd of 60 images. [16] and [17] . By data from Swift/BAT [23] and by results of recalculation FERMI observatory data on a range of 15 − 150keV [27] 
Although low upper-limit is fixed, the burst was very powerful and even with such upper-limit on a fluence is received a very essential restriction. Gamma-ray bursts registered by FERMI observatory FERMI observatory, as opposed to Swift, is not specialised for gamma-ray burst observations. Therefore the equipment which is established onboard allows to define coordinates of bursts with accuracy only to several sq. degrees or is worse. Besides there are not corrected constant biases in coordinates. Now FERMI gives in 2-3 times more alerts than Swift and it is capable to register hard (up to 10 MeV) radiation and as opposed to Swift (up to 300 ) well reacts on short hard gamma-ray bursts, the prompt emission from which else nobody saw. As there is a big error in definition of coordinates,now (and most likely in the future too) is possible to observe prompt emission from gamma-ray bursts which come from Fermi's observatory only on very wide-field chambers fields, such as MASTER-VWF.
In total at present moment (July, 1 2009) in to the MASTER-VWF field of view has got five FERMI GRB error-boxes, and two more (GRB081215 and GRB090526) left a field of view after huge final more precise definition of coordinates.
GRB081130
was the first burst registered by FERMI and synchronously observed by system MASTER VWF4 Kislovodsk. Coordinates and error-box were repeatedly specified (with characteristic dispersion ±10 degrees), but invariably came into the field of view of our chambers. On fig. 17 is presented the place of definitive localisation of gamma-ray burst . The grb081130 error-box also was observed without time gaps some hours before, during and some hours after grb. Good candidates it has not been found directly inside error-box. However considering that coordinates defined by FERMI observatories can be rather not exact, transients search has been made on full-frame shots (not only inside error-box). The curious object very similar to grb optical counterpart has been found in 14 degrees from the localisation centre synchronously with grb ( fig. 18 ). However after an identification with the artificial satellite catalogue it was found out that this transient is high-orbital satellite which occasionally gives such flashes. Thus after coadd of 4-images (T grb081130B = 15 − 20s in different channels [30] ) the high upper-limit V grb081130B > 12 m .0 has been received again [20] . The gamma-ray fluence from GRB081130 after recalculation on a range of 15−150keV has made F grb081130B γ = 1.01 · 10 −6 erg/cm 2 . Making similar (as in case of GRB081102) operations and considering F grb081102 opt = 3.82 · 10 −9 erg/cm 2 we will receive restriction:
090305B
Gamma splash GRB090305 (fig 19) has been registered by FERMI on March, 5th, 2009 14:12:09.33 UT [25] . MASTER VWF-4 in Kislovodsk worked in alert modes (with the separated chambers) and observed 80 % part of GRB090305 error-box by edge of one of chambers. Although 090305B had rather small duration (T 90 = 2sec) [25] it was long and bright enough gamma-ray burst. However even final definition of coordinates has large error-box (α = 10 h 20 m , δ = 68
• 06 ′ R 1sigma = 5.4
• ) and alert observation was not made. MASTER VWF-4 observed a grb error-box without time gaps 3.5 hours before, during and two hours after gamma-ray burst with a 1-second exposure. There is no optical transients close to T GRB and we have upper-limit V 1sec < 9.5 m [18] . ′ and with an uncertainty of 12.6 degrees (with including 3 degree of systematic error) [26] . As a result of search an optical candidates is not found. This burst was long enough (T 90 = 60s) that has allowed to establish the upper-limit V < 11 m on 60-sec. exposure sets [19] . As a whole this burst was rather weak and 
GRB090328B
Last splash on which it is necessary to concentrate separately is GRB090328B. 20% of their error-box was being observed by MASTER VWF-2 Irkutsk. (see fig. 21 ). Unlike from all other long bursts the GRB090328B is short. This is the first time in the world synchronous observations of short gamma-ray bursts. This faint burst has been found out by observatory FERMI at 19 degree of systematic error) [28] . This burst was the weakest got to date in our chambers. It has defined its bad localisation. The upper-limit for the given burst is V < 9.1 m on 1 sec. images. [21] Fig. 20 . MASTER-VWF4 Kislovodsk GRB090320B follow-up observation. It's full frame image 40x24 sq. degrees. Black circle is 3 sigma FERMI error-box with 3 degree of systematic error (R = 12.6deg) [26] . Animation available here http://observ.pereplet.ru/images/GRB090320B/GRB090320B 60sec.gif
Summary
On fig. 1 and tabl. 4.3 are presented summary results of observations of synchronous observations of gamma-ray burst. Even from the preliminary analysis fig. 1 it is visible that as a whole optical emision correlates with a soft gamma range better, rather than with the hard. Position of gamma-ray burst GRB090424 on fig. 1 is remarkable. It is visible that a limit on its optical emission approximately in order less than a fluence from famous GRB990123. It can point out on non-uniform processing the gamma-ray emission in optical from burst to burst. In tote it is possible to tell that for the detailed analysis more observations is necessary. The example of burst GRB090424 is indicative that even the optical limit can to have powerful result and this burst deserves the separate analysis.
In this article have been considered the developed methods of supervision and the analysis of images on very wide-field chambers, and as their application at the analysis of synchronous observations of prompt gamma-ray burst emission in the experiment MASTER-VWF. We should mention that one of the most famous astrophysics B. Paczyski [4] pointed out in his last paper an exceptional astrophysical significance of robotic telescope networks like MASTER composed of wide field searching cameras and of more large telescopes. Now ours and his ideas at last are embodied. Fig. 21 . MASTER-VWF4 Kislovodsk GRB090328B follow-up observation. It's full frame image 40x24 sq. degrees. Black circle is 1 sigma FERMI error-box with 3 degee of systematic error (R = 12.6deg) [21] . Animation available here http://observ.pereplet.ru/images/GRB090320B/GRB090320B 60sec.gif
